
This FREEBIE is part of my comprehensive Bus Safety Packet. For your 
convenience, I’ve included a PREVIEW here with the free “Danger Zone” posters. 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/40-Off-Bus-Safety-Activities-4018593
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/40-Off-Bus-Safety-Activities-4018593
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The packet includes 24 poster rules.  
They come 2-on-a page to conserve paper and 
ink. 
I printed mine on card stock then laminated.  
You can keep them separate and hang on the 
wall, or attach with a split ring to make a 
booklet.   
I’ve included a cover and last page for this. 



Patterns come in color so that you can 
quickly & easily make a sample to share, as 
well as BW for kiddos to color their own.  

Just the right size bus booklet with easy-
peasy cutting.  

Students can simply straight cut around 
the square, or cut around the bus leaving 
a white edge  

The bus is large, almost a full page, with 
the 9, smaller pages fitting on the 
“windshield”.  
(5 little pages on a one-page pattern).  

Use all 9 pages, or make a smaller booklet 
for little ones, with less pages.  



Bus Safety Do or Don’t?
16. Tell the bus driver if something is wrong.  
17.  Drink on the bus.  
18. Make eye contact with the driver to see if it’s 
OK to cross.  
19. Look left, then right, then left again before 
crossing.  
20. Be quiet at a railroad crossing.  
21. Keep the aisle clear.  
22. Sit facing forward with your feet on the floor.  
23. Crawl under the bus to get something you 
dropped.  
24. Get your belongings together just before your 
stop. 
25. Put your head out the window to get some 
fresh air.  
26. Respect the driver.  
27. Play with the handles on the emergency exit 
door.  
28. Watch out for traffic. 
29. Stay out of the “Danger Zone”. 

Bus Safety Do or Don’t?
1. Let the pigeon drive the bus.  
2. Toss a ball to a friend in the back. 
3. Keep your hands to yourself. 
4. Talk to strangers. 
5. Line up single file.  
6. Put your backpack in the aisle. 
7. Stick your arms out the window to wave. 
8. Be polite and kind.  
9. Stay seated until the bus comes to a 

complete stop. 
10. YELL “Hello” to your friends in the back. 
11.  Use an inside voice. 
12. Eat on the bus.  
13. Hang on to the railing.  
14. Walk BEHIND the bus.  
15. Listen to the driver. 
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Students make a “Popsicle 
stick Puppet Paddle! Pal” 

Teacher reads the 
statements.  
Students figure out if this 
is a “Do” or a “Don’t” then  
face the appropriately 
labeled bus towards you.  

Happy, smiling bus = Do! 
Sad bus filled with 
monsters = Don’t!

My students 
absolutely LOVE 
this activity.  

Rules can get 
tedious & boring, 
so this craftivity 
is a super-fun way 
to check 
comprehension, at 
the same time 
reviewing & 
reinforcing the 
rules. 

BackFront



For an independent center activity, print, laminate & trim the 24 “Do” and “Don’t” 
cards for students to sort.  Includes header cards. There are 12 cards on a one-page 

pattern. You can also pass the cards out to students, then ask them to show and 
share the card they are holding, telling whether this is a “Do” or a “Don’t” rule.



Paper Praise

Inexpensive necklace. Strengthen finger muscles & improve dexterity, while practicing  
counting, making a pattern etc.  I used “pony beads” and cut up plastic straws for extra things  
to string. You can buy both at The Dollar Store.

Bookmarks with 12 to a one-page pattern.
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Ask me to tell you some rules. 
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Slap bracelet. Print & trim. Tape to a child’s wrist. (“Slap” it on.) Throughout the day people will ask about their bracelet. 
You can also put it on at dismissal. Parents will then comment & students will once again share their bus safety knowledge.

I know bus safety!
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“Paper Praise” slap bracelets.   
Slap them on with a piece of 
Scotch tape at the end of the day. 
Parents will read and hopefully ask 
their child what they learned.  
10 on a one-page pattern.






